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•New found Spaces
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UNIT TYPE: LUXURY APARTMENTS / DUPLEX

UNIT SIZE: 265 sqm

MARKET: Residential 3 Apartment 

Light Steel Construction



UNIT TYPE: Luxury 3 Storey house
UNIT SIZE: 320 sqm
MARKET: Cluster R2.2M

Light Steel Construction



Light Steel Construction
UNIT TYPE: LOW COST SINGLE STORY

UNIT SIZE: 22 sqm

DAYS TO COMPLETE: 1 Day



UNIT TYPE: AFFORDABLE House

UNIT SIZE: 45 sqm

DAYS TO COMPLETE: 2.5 Days

Light Steel Construction





Why Steel?

� Steel Frame Strength – Earthquake and Hurricane proof structures
� Steel frame structures are so strong that they can be engineered to achieve 249 km/ph wind loads and 

meet the highest earthquake ratings. The inherent strength of steel is hard to deny.  Why are virtually all 
commercial buildings, high rises, aircraft hangars, apartment complexes and the like built with steel 
framing?  Because steel is simply the strongest building material, can meet stricter building codes, and 
can be used to achieve loads that alternative construction materials simply cannot meet.  

� Steel frame structures are environmentally friendly.
� Recycled   Steel frame structures are environmentally friendly because steel is one of the most recyclable 

material we have at our disposal.  In fact, the steel needed to build a typical house can be derived from 
three or four recycled old cars.

� Energy Saving   Steel frames houses are energy efficient and achieve far better heating and cooling 
savings compared to that of a brick or even insulated wood frame home. The superior thermal insulation savings compared to that of a brick or even insulated wood frame home. The superior thermal insulation 
of a steel home will continuously benefit the owner and the environment by using less energy in the form 
of heating and air conditioners.

� Carbon Footprint   Consider the amount of carbon produced with just the logistics and material transport 
in delivery of a traditional brick / concrete structure. An entire Steel house can be fitted into a single 
shipping container and shipped to a remote location using less fuel and gas compared to a traditional 
brick and mortar house. 

� Steel Replacing Wood   The wood used to form roof trusses come from trees. We are hurting the 
environment we live in by continuing using wood in structures. De-forestation and the environmental 
damage caused by plantations grown for wood harvesting. Steel is a stronger, longer lasting and a non-
organic material

� Freedom of Design – Steel allows for more
� The designer or architect can utilize the superior strength of Steel Frames to achieve long spanning 

designed large open rooms with fewer load-bearing walls, if any, on the interior.  This allows the 
homeowner more choices in the design of their structures, room sizes, and the like at a reduced price 
compared to other materials including concrete slabs. Steel used in Steel Frame Structures are cold 
forged for a superior strength compared to heated and hot formed metal. 



Why Steel?

� Steel frame structures are Fire Resistant.
� Most fires spread rapidly throughout a home via the wood trusses in the roof Wood, a good fuel for fire, 

catches fire quickly, spreads rapidly.  Steel frame structures are safer than wood frame structures 
because steel framing reduces the spread of a house fire throughout the structure and often limits the fire 
to the room in which it began.  

� Superior Sound Insulation
� All of the added insulation in a steel structures walls and cavities means that the steel frame 

homeowner can enjoy a home that has better sound insulation than that of a brick and mortar residence. 
The combined use of 15mm thick drywall and fibre Insulation in cavities condensed from 110mm to 90mm 
ensures a quiet and sound proof home.

� Reducing the cost of building on remote sites and areas.� Reducing the cost of building on remote sites and areas.
� A complete double storey steel frame home including all finishes like the kitchen, flooring tiles and 

sanitary ware will fit into a single shipping container. This alone reduces the logistical costs and 
transportation costs for an entire home in to one single delivery. 

� A very high degree of accuracy.
� Steel frame structures achieve straighter rooflines, more level and plum walls, and a better finished 

appearance. The allowed tolerance on a typical steel frame between panels is 0.5 of a millimetre. 

� Reduce the waste customers are paying for.
� The majority of the steel used in a home is cut to size at the manufacturers’ plant to the builders 

specifications. Also, all of the pieces delivered to the site are straight and true.  The superior quality of 
steel components and the fact that they are delivered pre-cut results in a significant reduction in waste.  A 
typical steel frame home may have only a minute amount of waste in materials, about 3 wheelbarrows full.  
And this material can be taken by the homeowner to a nearby recycling center!  An accurate cost budget 
is ensured with a steel home as wastage plays a large part of escalating costs when building.



Why Steel?

� Faster building and completion
� A steel frame home will typically take  50% of the time to complete when compared to a brick 

and mortar home. This is due to the precise nature of the manufacted steel frame components 
and when a m ulti storey unit is erected the floors are made of steel beams and can be built in a 
day compared to concrete slabs that can take weeks to prop, pour and dry.

� Steel is not an organic material.
� The fact that steel is not an organic material means that the structural steel frame will not 

deteriorate with time.  The structural components of a steel frame home will never rot, warp, 
split, move, or crack.  In fact, the steel framing will remain the same as the day it was erected for 
generations to come!generations to come!

�

� Steel cannot be eaten by termites, ants, rodents and the like.
� Steel framing offers the homeowner a reassurance that the structural components of their home 

will never be damaged by these insects and rodents.  With a steel frame home this protection is 
guaranteed and inherent from the material itself. 

� Steel framing is non-toxic and healthier for those with hypersensitive allergies.
� Much of the wood used in wood frame structures is impregnated with resins and varying 

chemicals that affect some people with hypersensitive allergies.  Steel eliminates these 
problems for these consumers and results in a healthier and more comfortable environment for 
them. 



Why Steel?

� Steel framing members are fastened together with screws and 
bolts, not nails and glue or mortar.

� Structural steel frame components are attached to one another with screws and 
bolts.  Screws and bolts are considered permanent fasteners because they are 
stronger and will not come loose over time.  The nails used in wood frames and 
trusses are considered temporary fasteners that may loosen overtime with the 
movement of the wood framing as the house ‘settles’.

� Steel frame studs and components come to the construction site straight 
and true in form.and true in form.

� Unlike the warped, twisted, and bowed wood beams and brandering steel studs 
and trusses and components are all the same . . . straight and true in form.  
Steel frame studs are manufactured under stringent codes and procedures 
which result in every piece being straight.  When a builder can begin with 
straight and dimensionally true framing members, they can achieve better 
results.  This reason alone allows steel frame structures to achieve straighter 
rooflines, more level and plum walls, and a better finished appearance. The 
allowed tolerance on a typical steel frame between panels is 0.5 of a millimetre.



Why Steel?

� Steel frame structures are far more energy efficient.
� All of the added insulation in a steel structures walls and cavities means that the steel 

frame homeowner can reduce their heating and cooling costs by as much as 35% 
when compared to the same home built out of a wood frame. Brick houses without 
insulation will perform worse. These savings are monthly and the homeowner will enjoy 
the savings for the life of the home.

� Steel frame structures are easier to maintain and remodel.
� Because steel is so strong it can span large areas of a home often without requiring load-

bearing support walls. The majority of the interior walls end up being non-load bearing.  If bearing support walls. The majority of the interior walls end up being non-load bearing.  If 
ever a homeowner’s needs change and a wall must be removed or moved to expand a 
room size, chances are it can simply be unbolted and moved to its new location or removed 
all together.  Also, this benefit allows homeowners more flexibility in designing their home’s 
floor plan since most of the interior is structurally similar to that of a vacant warehouse.  
Homeowners can design their own floor plans, make changes to current floor plans, or 
modify floor plans easily. Once the walls are erected, they can then ‘see’ the interior framed 
and decide whether or not they are happy with the room sizes. If not, the framing crew can 
unbolt the walls and move them to satisfy the customer with little issue or problem.  Lastly, 
since steel frame structures produce far less cracks in walls, nail pops, etc. the home will 
require less maintenance and have lasting beauty.


